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Corflu Concorde - “We are family”  H/T to Nigel Rowe for the inspiration for this. Originally Google Docs had this as fanimly. Hmmm, I like that too!

Well, that was a fun convention - and that also seems to be the general idea of those who were able to attend, whether in person or via Zoom/Discord. Now this may be because it is the first time most of us have had the chance to meet up in person since the pandemic. There was some - justifiable - crowing about Corflu being the only con that has continued in person each year of the pandemic and there were quite a few of us who bookended that.

It was Nigel Rowe who mentioned on the ‘The Proper Study of Fankind is Fan’ panel that - with an expansive open arms gesture - this is his family that got me thinking. At the beer hall on Saturday afternoon you could see the joy and happiness that getting together with your family as evidence. People were just so damned happy to see each other, riff off each other’s conversations and talk about stuff that only really makes sense in the moment of the convention; winky wink.

I think having the hybrid element to the convention really made a difference - and big ups to Farah Mandelsohn and Pat Virzi who zoomed in to join us and genuinely made the panels better from their remote contributions. This brought us all together in person, but also added an extra dimension with people who couldn’t be there in person but were still able to both take part or just  view the proceedings. Having the zoom transcription service also really helped - with some wonderful typos just making the experience even funnier - but Discord also helped a bit. Links, information and updates to the schedule - as well as scurrilous rumours and gossip - could be shared quickly and easily. There is a bit of work to this hybrid nonsense and it isn’t like being there – but it’s definitely something worth having a stab at.

The Friday night Opening Ceremony, ‘It’s a Zoom Pandemic’ panel and Open Mike cabaret show were, I have to say, a bit muted. Not too sure if this was because we were all feeling our way - elbow bumps were the order of the day and masks were on all the times. This meant people were tentative in their interactions, and perhaps still feeling their way in such a venue. Of course, Alison Scott had forewarned me she would be warming up in the pub and so it proved! Later in the evening as we sat at tables, having a beer and catching up, things slowly started to unwind and I thought - maybe we can do this, maybe it will be alright. I still took a covid test every day though…

Saturday started really early for some - Christina Lake and Steven Cain - attending one of the Bristol parkruns - just - while the rest of us enjoyed two panels in the morning. The afore-mentioned ‘The Proper Study of Fankind is Fan’ had a lot of people - including those on the panel - a little confused as to the purpose but Farah really brought some clarity and Nigel Rowe’s reflective contributions really kickstarted the discussion. Of particularly note were regional fandoms, university groups and national fandoms, with sometime very little interaction between them, and some groups not even knowing what had gone before in previous cycles. A great example is when I meet the current Queen’s University Belfast SF group committee at the Dublin WorldCon poring over the history of NI fandom poster in disbelief! They had no idea it stretched all the way back to the mid-eighties and NI fandom even further. Truly the consensus of the panel that fandom is cyclical was in evidence then.

The Bristol and Points South-West fandom panel neatly segue from that one and you could tell from his hosting that local fan Ian Milsted is a teacher by profession! The preparation and organising for the panel was consummate and clear as the panel progressed. His chronological and then geographic approach to the subject had me nodding quite a few times as it echoed a lot of NI and Belfast fandom’s ups and downs in activity. The contributions from Keith Freeman in particular were fascinating - as he extolled on fandoms past with a lot of names known to me - but clearly not known that well. Christina Lake brought us through the 80s and 90s with people and names that I actually did know and at times had met. I thought it was appropriate that we were using audio equipment from BristolCon (which was on the previous weekend) to bring us right up to date. Very different times from the journal log that Doug Bell has of the very early meetings of the Bristol and District SF group - reading like my old minutes from Trade Union days of yore. Hilarious.

Rob Jackson had the genius idea of getting in sandwiches etc. for lunch - to keep people in the hotel between morning and afternoon sessions - and it seemed to work. I think there was still nervousness about venturing too far from the hotel with masks well in evidence still when fans were moving about the hotel, but not so much with mundane general public. I think as the con progressed fans did become a bit more relaxed in each other’s company in the con rooms - but I’m very happy to report that at this stage no one has tested positive and when people left the immediate con area it was full mask policy. Corflu - you rock!

The two afternoon panels - very low-key programming here - started off with ‘Is Print-on-Demand Fannish?’ I had high hopes this would get some blood boiling and Rich Coad as host did try and steer it that way. However, with the view in the room that hell yes it was fannish, the panel took a slightly different direction. It is not very often you hear the traditional small ‘c’ conservative fans passionately arguing over whether control of the means of production of our work was a central tenet of fannish fandom. As someone who has a tattoo of Lenin on his person - this was a real delight. We also ventured into the costing and process of getting Print on Demand and Pat Virzi’s recent experiences of getting Outworld 71 published provided some real insights - especially as she detailed the many, many (or should that be very, very many Nigel?) iterations of the final version she had to go through to pass muster with Amazon’s typographic gatekeepers. Pete Young answered many of our costs, pages, binding and postage questions by simply referring us to Portable Storage 2 (https://efanzines.com/PortableStorage/). All very sage like Pete!

Probably my favourite panel - and not just because I was hosting it – ‘How Did We Get Here?’, closed the afternoon. My thinking behind this panel was to explore how various people, young and old, at Corflu came to be here, through various entry points to fannish / fanzine fandom. I was hoping to see some common themes and then build on these to help expand our little family that bit further. Early contributions from James Bacon (who brought photographs!), John Coxon and Claire Brialey made it very clear that having someone, or a group of people, to actively welcome you into the world was key and I thought lesson learned, let’s wrap the panel up there! But Doug Bell made the excellent point that these were the success stories what we were self-selecting - what about all those people who dipped their toes into fanzines but then ran away screaming. What happened to them? What was their experience like as these are the real lessons we need to learn if we want to reach out. James clearly had views - and he’s right that Journey Planet is getting people into our world - by simply asking them to take part, either helping to edit the zine, or contribute to it. Having themes for Journey Planet really helps this process - as people are already bought into the relevant topic - and John Coxon built on this. It doesn’t have to be fanzines, podcasts and YouTube / other media channels are also entry points.

Meanwhile myself and Rob Jackson seemed to be the old school here - his recent issue of Inca (https://efanzines.com/Inca/Inca19.pdf) exploring the links from University groups to getting people into fandom and my views in TommyWorld 81 (http://www.tommyworld.net/download/tw81.pdf) on how to resurrect fanzine fans from the past. Clearly there are many, many (indeed very, very many - winky wink…) ways to get new and newish people involved in our little world. I’m looking forward to exploring more BookTubers for example.

Saturday afternoon finished with the auction, something I always look forward. I think with the low attendance, and even some of them were not in the room, this was a low-key affair, not much interaction in the room and the online bidding – whilst it worked – did remove some of the flow that you can build up at the auction. Still a sizeable amount of money was raised (checking - £299!) for fannish good causes and that can’t be bad!

Saturday evening kicked off with the now infamous ‘Just a Minac’ panel – with Sandra Bond ably hosting once again and having bowed out of competing I help wrangle the sometimes fiddly sound system. Which meant I missed a lot of the bon mots and hilarious faffs but did see Rob Jackson stumble for more that a few seconds and no one on the panel had the heart to buzz him out! This is really fun and always a great way to end the evening. But wait, what is this I see in my notes? A bid party?

Yep – as you may be aware I’m bidding to host Corflu 40 here in Belfast – bid flyer here: https://corflu.org/Corflu40/Belfast%20Corflu%20Bid%20Flyer.pdf This was kicked off with a bottle of Bushmills Irish Whiskey with traditional measures given. I quickly realised that was both a good thing and a mistake – I must remember to bring two bottles of Irish Whiskey with me to Pangloss – Corflu 39 in Vancouver in March 2022! (I did search for some Canadian Whisky as I mentioned to Ulrika that I would like to do a joint party – but to no avail…) That sparked a lot of debate and discussion and I think it was here that I finally felt able to relax and get into the swing of things. Weirdly Ian Sorenson helped – not with his witty repartee – but with his stash of red wine when the hotel decided to close the bar (even to residents!) at midnight, just when things were getting going and stories were being told! To be fair it was  best that I did call it a night, I was wrecked and my hips were playing up.

Sunday brunch banquet meal was a great idea – so I could get up for breakfast and join my dining companion Keith Freeman – I think we were always the first to arrive, or close to it! We even had our usual table and I discovered that the coffee urn had better coffee than the machine – who knew? Well I believe it was John Coxon who knew and reliably informed us, pity it was Sunday, I could have done with knowing that on Thursday.

The banquet itself was great fun – though I did feel a bit awkward stepping up to the microphone to get people lined up and take their turns – just a bit of organising again. However everyone was really patient and thanks for that – even the veggies got first dibs on their selections – though there was a constant stream of dishes being replenished by the hotel so no fear of running out!

Sandra Bond’s Guest of Honour speech was brilliant! Whilst it is already available https://efanzines.com/Beam/Beam16.pdf (p41) the whole white board run through was hilarious – it did take me a second rot w to tag the analogy.

And then space on the page means it was over! I had a great time, loved doing the programme and helping out but most importantly I loved getting together with the fannish family again.
“Living life is fun and we've just begun
To get our share of this world's delights
(High) high hopes we have for the future
And our goal's in sight”

We Are Family, Sister Sledge

I Was There!
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